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The scholarship of digital media crosses the fields of information science, media studies,
the humanities, and technology. This particular volume was the result of a consciously and
carefully curated effort to bring those disciplines and perspectives together. Based on the
extensively revised papers presented at a 2009 invitation-only workshop, the essays in this book
consider four different aspects of digital media through the lens of the author's discipline. While
each essay stands individually, the book converges to give a whole view of the scholarship of
digital media.
The first section considers why and in what manner to preserve digital media and virtual
worlds, considering both professional and amateur efforts in the fan and gaming worlds. One of
the essential questions is “Are virtual worlds history?” to which the answer is yes, though given
our current ability to preserve these worlds, it seems unlikely they will be extant in their original
forms.
Building on that base, the second section of the book examines how the metadata for
digital objects is constructed. Particularly interesting in this section is the piece by Catherine C.
Marshall, who examines how the concept of the “archival” copy changes for the user based on
contexts that neither user nor researcher could predict in advance. Then, the third section of the
book shifts markedly with a look at scholarship in the digital humanities, particularly with
reference to the scholarly persona and work of Henry Jenkins.

The fourth and final section of the book examines the role of the digital in creating new
culture, with a wonderful essay on composing music digitally by Bruce Pennycook and a fine
essay on creating innovation in the academy by Anne Balsalmo.
The rigorous scholarship combined with multiple perspectives make this book a useful
addition to the study of digital information and new media. While the specific projects
mentioned are several years old at this point, libraries and the scholarly community continue to
face the same challenges they address. The essays do not shy away from controversial or
potentially unpopular positions, but the book, as a whole, remains balanced.
The theoretical backdrop to newly emerging types of digital media is necessary to
understanding why and how libraries might approach collecting, preserving, and disseminating
such media objects. Additionally, questions of the place and value of new forms of scholarship
and creativity raised in this book are important and yet to be resolved. The overall approach is
interdisciplinary by nature and so will be relevant to librarians working in several different areas
and to a variety of university programs.

